Admiralty Vector Chart Service
Pay As You Sail

AVCS is the world’s leading ENC service for ECDIS
offering the widest coverage in the marketplace

NAVTOR AVCS Pay AS You Sail Service

AVCS is the world’s leading ENC service for ECDIS, offering the widest coverage in
the marketplace. With over 12,500 Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs), AVCS
allows mariners to navigate an unparalleled number of international shipping routes

Pay As You Sail creates an easy,
and cost effective, solution for the
complicated task of managing
Electronic Navigation Charts (ENCs)
The PAYS system works on a subscription basis
and the NAVTOR AVCS PAYS Service makes
all AVCS immediately available, free of charge
for planning purposes. As soon as the voyage
starts, only the AVCS charts actually used for
navigation are automatically calculated and
charged every three months. The system
facilitates seamless chart management on the
bridge and it not only eases the navigator’s
workload, but also increases safety and security
at sea.
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programme NavSync, ensuring that all vessels
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NavSync offers a better and more
cost-effective way to receive updates

The NAVTOR NavSync offers the navigator a
far better and far more cost-effectively way to
receive and update the ENC portfolio and Digital Publications onboard. Updates can easily be
downloaded to the NavSync via internet on a
computer onboard. After having downloaded
the latest version of the ENC updates, the
NavSync program offers a print function to
produce a report for Port State or vetting
The NAVTOR NavSync software has made
CD distribution of ENC a time of the past

equipped with the latest ENCs and required
publications.

NavTracker gets it all organized

Subscribers to the NAVTOR AVCS PAYS Service
can enjoy the benefits of using the complimentary NavTracker PC software to manage a vessel’s AVCS portfolio. With NavTracker, both the
navigator on board and the ship management
on shore have a full overview of chart usage,
chart update history, vessel tracking and service
management, in addition to a free of charge
three-days weather prediction.

NavStick simplifies distribution of
AVCS and Admiralty Digital Products
The NAVTOR PAYS with AVCS solution will be
distributed to users on a pre-loaded NavStick
USB device, which when inserted into a ship’s
ECDIS will instantly install the required AVCS
coverage. The Admiralty Digital Products; Digital Radio Signals Volume 2 and 6, Digital List of
Lights, TotalTide and e-Nautical Publications
are also include on the NavStick. New versions
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